
The Front Entrance Project 
Many  thanks to Scott Vicknair for using his commercial pressure washer to clean the front      
entrance Pillars.  Also thanks to the volunteers who showed up on the two Saturday mornings to 
clean and paint the front entrance to OUR neighborhood.  We still have a little patching and 
touch-up painting to do but Phase One—Clean up is DONE!! 
 

As a side note we REALLY appreciated those of you who took the time to roll down the window 
and say thanks to our volunteers!  We appreciate those who waved!  And lastly for those of you 
who drove through staring straight ahead not making eye contact—We understand not everyone 
can or will participate HOWEVER EVERYONE can show support!!  Being a neighbor is an        
attitude and actions—not an address!   SUPPORT YOUR NEIGHBORS working to make this a 
great place to live!   
 

NEXT—PHASE TWO!!  Planting!!  We will be planting shrubs and     
flowers on Saturday May 10th from 7:00AM to 11:00AM - Bring     
shovels, gloves, and tools, the plants will be purchased Friday 

 

Neighborhood Restrictions 
The restrictions will be posted on the JCCA website:  
www.neighborhoodlink.com/tp/jeffersoncort by the 10th of the month for   everyone 
to review. This will become the new set of restrictions for all phases.  
 

Safety and Security Issues 
The Parish Council has approved 3 NEW Three Way Stop Signs in our area.  #1 at the entrance 
of the Jefferson Cort Subdivision (Jefferson Dr and Adams Road); #2 at the intersection of     
Happywoods and Adams (by the strawberry patch);  #3 at Happywoods and Club Deluxe (by 
Jeff’s Gas).  Please pay attention and use caution-it will take time for everyone to become trained 
accustomed to these new rules of the road.   
 

Please report ANY crimes or suspicious activity to the Sheriffs Office and email the board at    
jeffersoncortboard@live.com so we can begin to keep track of any problems and let everyone 
know what is occurring in our area.  We are in the process of     setting up meetings with the 
Sheriffs Office to request increased patrols and obtain Crime Stats from this area.   
 

School will be out soon, so please watch out for our kids at all hours and please slow down.      
We still have complaints of speeding in the neighborhood.  
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